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DEATH AND ITS RHETORIC
IN
THE OLD REDSTONE
PRESBYTERY
Anecdotes of Scotch-Irish Settlers
in
Western Pennsylvania
Rosalee Stilwell

cotch-Irish settlers in Western Pennsylvania faced
death at the hands of Native Americans, from attack
by wild animals, from disease, from accident, arid even
from old age. Their Presbyterian religion created a rhetoric of death
that informs its anecdotes and offers scholars today an interesting
perspective on what death meant to people of that place and time. In
this essay, I will explore the ethos, or character, which informs a small
sampling of epideictic anecdotes of death and near-death experiences
colleaed by one Presbyterian minister in the middle of the nineteenth
century, stories gathered from founding members and their families of
the "Old Redstone" presbytery, which extended from the Alleghenies
to the Mississippi during the latter half of the eighteenth century. This
ethos, or appeal to character, includes a kind of virtue, a dose of
common sense, and even a vague sense of goodwill toward death and its
assistants.
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My primary sources are the oral histories collected by Rev. Joseph
Smith and published in his book, Old Redstone; Or, Historical Sketches
of Western Presbyterianism, Its Early Ministers, Its Perilous Times, And Its
First Records, in 1854.' Smith states that he spent "many years"
collecting the stories of Old Redstone pioneers, people who were called
locally "the first set" and who had come to Western Pennsylvania as
young people in the 1780s. By traveling extensively through Western
Pennsylvania in the 1830s and 40s to gather the stories of the nowelderly "first set," Dr. Smith preserved the early pioneers' memories so
that the activities of "that noble, prolific mother of churches through
out the Western States" might be accurately remembered.' His purpose,
then, is to create an encomium to the work of his Presbyterian brothers
and sisters, and his vehicle—especially in those accounts of death and
near-death experiences—is an epideictic appeal to the three elements of
ethos that I have mentioned, that is, virtue, common sense, and
goodwill.
Before exploring a few specific examples from Smith's work, I
want to offer some background on the terms I am using to characterize
these accounts. We commonly call a speech that is given immediately
after the death of a person a eulogy. The encomium, on the other
hand, is composed later, after more reflection on the person's contribu
tion to society, or, in this case, a religious institution's contribution to
a large seaion of North America. Dr. Smith's book is an encomium
that reflects on the character of the Presbyterian congregation that, he
wished to persuade the reader, built a New 2ion on earth. Encomiums
can encompass another form of rhetoric that praises or blames people,
called "epideixis." Epideictic rhetoric is meant to celebrate or con
demn, but it also has an important social function within societies. As
Gerrard Hauser notes, epideictic rhetoric provides the opportunity "to
address fundamental values and beliefs" of a given community.' An
epideictic style is a tool for reexamining and renewing values, and an
analysis of the epideictic style in any act of communication can be
utilized to infer those ideals that were lauded in the public sphere (as in
' Joseph Smith, Old Redstone; Or, Historical Sketches of Western Presbyterianism, Its Early
Ministers, Its Perilous Times, And Its First Records (Phfladelphia: Lippincott, Grambo, and
Company, 1854).
^ Smith, Old Redstone, 13
^ Gerrard A. Hauser, "Aristotle on Epideictic: The Formation Of Pubhc Morality," Rhetoric
Society Quarterly 29.1 (1999): 5-23.
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funeral orations), but also on a private level, between writer and
reader/ Speakers performing epideixis could, through inclusion or
omission, shape the vision a society held of its self, its members, and its
history.
Any discussion of epideictic rhetoric must acknowledge the
character of such communication, and the means by which it is inferred
from any particular discourse. Unlike the other two forms of rhetoric
Aristotle defined—deliberative, which concerns itself with future
actions, and forensic, which focuses on the past—epideictic rhetoric
does not overtly prophesy (as in deliberative) or directly prove (as in
forensic), but it demonstrates through a subtle form of communion with
its audience.® It allows, as Lawrence Rosenfield defines the word
epideixis, the true character of a person, place, or thing to "shine or
show forth."® In fart, Rosenfield argues that epideictic is itself a unique
experience for everyone because
In it both speaker and listener are engaged as beholders: their
attention is arrested when they gratefully appreciate the
meaning of what is, as it is. Such understanding marks the
beginning of thought, for the testimonial invites its partici
pants to meditate....Epideictic neither teaches nor admon
ishes—it functions only to provoke thought, to envelope its
participants in reminders of excellence and therefore to
rescue its memory.^
From this description of its effects on people, we see that epideictic's
character is subtle, a form of meditative awareness of things worth
thinking deeply about, of what Aristotle called those "things [that] are
worthy of remembrance, which are the more so the longer their
memory lasts; those which follow us after death; those which are

* Bemaid K. Daffy, ^Tke Platonic Foncdom of Epideictic Rhetoric," Philosophy and Phetoric
16.2 (1983): 82-83.
® A. Leliigli Deneef, "Epideictic Rhetoric and the Renaissance hysici* Journal ofMedie^ and
Renaissance Studies 3 (1773): 221.
^ Lawrence Rosenfield, "The Practical Celebration of Epideictic," in Eugene E- White, ed.,
Rhetoric in Transition: Studies in the Nature and Uses of Rhetoric^ (University Paik: The
Pennsylvania State University Press, 1980). 134.
' Rosenfield, "Epideictic," 146
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accompanied by honor; and those which are out of the ordinary."'
Epideictic invites communion between speaker and audience, writer
and reader, rather than demanding it through direct overtures—its
meaning is inferred and apprehended rather than made obvious for the
audience. To sum up its character, epideixis produces a condition of
meditative awareness of "thinking, thanking, and remembering"' that
the audience engages in willingly, without compunction to do so. This
is the powerful and complex nature of epideictic rhetoric, and the point
from which its ability to shape communal values comes.
In order to apprehend those things that are "worthy of remember
ing," an audience must share an understanding of what should be
praised, of virtue in deeds and words that the community values.
Virtues, as we know, can include humility, piety, self-examination,
court^e, and acceptance, and generally reflect positively on the
character of a person or, by extension, a community that possesses
them. If a person's condua has the quality appropriate to a certain
virtue, then Aristotle would argue that a person can be said to be
virtuous.'" However, Aristotle made it clear that a virtuous character
is created through choice, and this act of choosing is what makes the act
itself commendable. Furthermore, he differentiated between having
only the capacity for or the simple feeling of a particular virtue and
actually being virtuous. A person must do more than merely conceive
of what course, for instance, is like or even to have the feeling of it;
consciousness of courage is not enough to create a courageous
character." Instead, action is required. To have the virtue of courage,
a person must choose to act on the concept or feeling. Virtuous choices
are, Hutchinson says, "deliberate desires" to do something." A person
with the virtue of courage, for instance, forms a deliberate desire to art
courageously, even when, Aristotle says, it is may not be easy or
enjoyable to do so." The act of choosing virtuously is what a virtuous
person is known for, Aristotle explains: "By choosing good things or
bad things we are men of a certain kind" and that is why "we judge
' Rosenfield, "Epideictic," 147
' Rosenfiled, "Epideictic," 147
D. S. Hutchinson, Virtues of Aristotle, (New York: Routledge, 1986), 90.
" Hutchinson, Virtues, 80,5-6
"D. S. Hutchinson, "Ethics." in Jonathan Barnes, ed.. The Cambridge Companion to Aristotle,
(New York: Cambridge University Press, 1995), 210.
" Hutchinson, Virtues, 91
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what kind of man somebody is by the choice he makes."" These
deliberate acts are the subject of epideictic rhetoric, and, by lauding the
aa, the virtue itself shines forth as an important value to be meditated
on by the community.
This essay infers that Dr. Smith's rhetoric valorized those actions
that represented deliberate virtuous acts that should be remembered in
his community of devout nineteenth-century Presbyterian readers. In
fact, the virtue of courage itself is one of several virtues that would have
wide currency in, the audience of believers that Dr. Smith ad
dressed—people who were the children and grandchildren of pioneers.
An example of one death speech that displays a series of virtuous acts
by one person was repeated to Dr. Smith about the Church's "devoted
servant," a Mr. Thaddeus Dod, who had served the Washington,
Pennsylvania area for years until his painful and protracted death on
May 20, 1793. As Mrs. Dod told Dr. Smith, her husband exclaimed to
his fellow Presbyterians assembled for the death watch,
"I must examine carefully the ground of my hope. I may
deceive myself: the heart is very deceitful, and Satan very
subtle...." After remaining for a considerable time engaged,
apparently, in thorough self-examination and in prayer, [Mr.
Dod's] countenance was observed, at length, to grow radiant
with joy. The first utterance he gave was "O, I am so glad I
was born to die!"...As he lay with his face towards the wall,
he was heard to say, "Ha! I expected you; but you may go
back." Mr. Carmichael, his elder, here asked him what he
meant. He said that he had just experienced an assault of the
fiery dans of Satan, but that he was quickly relieved. Mr.
C[armichael then] asked him, "Can you now bear your dying
testimony to the gospel you have preached to us?"—"Yes, I
can!" [Mr. Dod] promptly replied. In this happy frame of
mind, [Mr. Dod's] spirit winged its flight to its Everlasting
Rest. "
It seems to me that Thaddeus Dod's speech, and its circumstances,
reinscribe the virtues to which Dr. Smith attributes his Presbyterian
Hutckinson, Virtues^ 95
OldRedstoney 148
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pioneers: humility, piety, self-examination, courage, and acceptance.
In the midst of a painful, slow death, Dod's speech contains virtues that
could be held up, not only to his own descendents, but to. future
Presbyterians as well.
The expression of "common sense" is another form of ethical
appeal often found in Dr. Smith's anecdotes, a rhetorical stance that
pairs well with more abstract notions about virtue. Traditionally, to
have common sense means that a person has practical wisdom about
many aspects of life, which is as valuable a trait as having a virtuous
character. For instance, an effective leader of men with practical
wisdom would not be "concerned with universals only," as Aristotle
said, but he would also recognize the importance of everyday
"particulars" of life." A person with common sense considers all sides
of an argument, knows how to choose the proper means to achieve a
goal, and shows prudence and moderation as well as high ideals in
decision-making.^'' The overlap between virtue and common sense has
in fact been called the "reality instructor"" in speeches and texts
because a virtuous character combined with the trait of being practical
minded is appealing to audiences, hence to be taken seriously in that
meditative way that epideictic so famously produces. Common sense,
then, combines idealistic thinking with everyday life in a way that
becomes important in the community's shared understanding of its
history.
If an idealist has common sense, then he or she can make hard
choices, even in the most precarious of situations. In Dr. Smith's
accounts of frontier life, common sense takes on a certain philosophical
depth. He details, for example, an incident that occurred in the
burning of Hannastown, not far from Washington, Pennsylvania, in
July, 1782, which, as he wrote, "still excites emotions in my bosom,
when I hear it related."" I would also argue that it reveals a kind of

"James L. Kinneavy and Snsan C. Warshaner, Trom Aristodeto Madison Avenne: Ethos and
the Ethics of Argument" in James S. Baumlinand Tita French Baumlin, eds., Ethos: New Essays
in Rhetoricand Critical Theory, (Dallas; Southern Methodist University Press, 1994). 171-90.
" Kinneavy and Warshauer, "From Aristode," 179-80.
"Phillip Sipiora, "Ethical Argumenudon in Darwin'sOrigin of Species," in James S. Batunlin
and Tita French Baumlin, eds.. Ethos: New Essays in Rhetoric and Critical Theory, (Dallas:
Southern Methodist University Press, 1994), 285.
" Smith, Old Redstone, 245
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common sense that, like the virtue in Mr. Dod's death speech, we may
hope we never have to show.
Many who fled [from the attack by Indians] took an eastern
course, over the long, steep hills which ascend toward Peter
George's farm. One man was carrying his child, and assisting
his mother in the flight, and when they got towards the top
of the hill, the mother exclaimed they would be murdered;
that the savages were gaining space upon them. The son and
father put down his [own] child that he might the more
effectually assist his mother.
To interrupt Dr. Smith's narrative, it should be pointed out that
Dr. Smith's musing on this use of common sense involves some
interesting rationalizing. There are, he seems to be saying in the
passage below, possible rewards for showing common sense, even when
common sense involves terrible choices. To continue Dr. Smith's
account, he refleas on the man's choice to save his mother and
abandon his child to certain death;
Let those disposed to condemn keep silence, until the same
struggle of nature takes place in their own bosoms. Perhaps
he thought the savages would be more apt to spare the
innocence of infancy than the weakness of age. But most
likely it was the instina of feeling, and even a brave man had
hardly time to think, under such circumstances. At all events
Providence seemed to smile on the act; for at the dawn of the
next morning, when the father returned to the cabin, he
found his little innocent curled upon his bed, sound asleep,
the only human thing left amidst the desolation. Let fathers
appreciate his feelings; whether the Indians had found the
child and took compassion on it, and carried it back, or
whether the little creature had been unmolested, and when it
became tired of its solitude, had wandered home through
brush and over briers, will never be known. The latter
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supposition would seem most probable from its being found
in its own cabin and on its own bed.^°

It would seem that Dr. Smith is saying that common sense and the hard
choices it sometimes requires usually work out for the best.
Sometimes, using one's common sense involves discretion, which
may be the better part of valor, as an anecdote of the near-death
experience had by two Indiana, Pennsylvania settlers reveals. As Dr.
Smith describes the event,
About the year 1771 or 1772, Fergus Moorhead and James
Kelly commenced improvements near where the town of
Indiana now stands. The country around might well be
termed a howling wilderness, for it was full of wolves. As
soon as these adventurers had erected their cabins, each
betook himself, at night, to his own castle. One morning,
Mr. Moorhead paid a visit to his neighbor Kelly, and was
surprised to find, near his cabin, traces of blood, and tufts of
human hair. Kelly was not to be found. Moorhead, believ
ing him to have been killed by the wolves, was cautiously
looking out for his remains, when he discovered [Kelly]
sitting by a spring, washing the blood from his hair. He had
lain down in his cabin at night, and fallen asleep; a wolf
reached through a crack between the logs, and seized him by
the head. This was repeated twice or thrice before he was
sufficiently awakened to change his position. The smallness
of the crack, and the size of his head, prevented the wolf
from grasping it so far as to have a secure hold; and that saved
his life. Some time after this, the two adventurers returned
to Franklin county for their families, and, on their return,
they were joined by others. They no doubt observed a
prudent silence, especially with their wives, in regard to the
wolf adventure.^'
Smith here assumes that common sense "no doubt" inclined Moorhead
and Kelly prudently to refrain frog their + HXwives about the
Smitli, OldRedstoncj 245-46
" Smitli, Old Redstone,35
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risks of their pioneering lives. As in the incident in Hannastown, where
the most "common sensical" choice allowed a man to escape with his
life (if not with his family), Moorhead and Kelly's probable choice to
exercise common sense in the form of a discreet husbandly silence was
rewarded by their wives' continued cooperation.
In regard to the third component of epideictic rhetoric in Dr.
Smith's book, the appeal to goodwill, it is important to explain what
is meant by the term "goodwill." Goodwill works with the appeal to
common sense and virtue to create a powerful bond between the
audience and the writer or speaker. To paraphrase Aristotle, the
bonding process works like this: a writer or speaker must first establish
the appearance of common sense and, at the same time, reinforce an
accepted moral sensibility, or shared sense of "virtue," which then
creates a reciprocal, dependent relationship between her audience and
herself.^ It's a mutual thing, then, that requires a shared understanding
of common sense and virtue to operate.
In his book. Dr. Smith includes a letter he received from one
Presbyterian pioneer about an Indian attack at Lindley's Fort that
reveals a rather interesting set of shared values and common seiise. It
is one that might take modern readers aback: Dr. Smith must have
believed that his audience in 1854 would feel immediate goodwill
toward the writer's rather odd (from a twentieth-century viewpoint)
complaint, trusting that his readers would share the common sense and
moral sensibilities of that earlier day. The pioneer, John Corbley,
wrote
On the second Sabbath of May in the year 1782, being by
appointment, at one of my meeting-houses, about a mile
from my dwelling-house, I set out with my dear wife and five
children, for public worship. Not suspeaing any danger, I
walked behind 200 yards, with my Bible in my hand, medi
tating; as I was thus employed, all on a sudden, I was greatly
alarmed with the frightful shrieks of my dear family before
me. I immediately ran with all the speed I could, vainly
hunting a club as I ran, till I got within 40 yards of them. My
poor wife, seeing me, cried to me, to make my escape. An

^ Kinneavy and Warskauer, "From Aristotle," 180
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Indian ran up to shoot me. I then fled, and by so doing,
outran him. My wife had a sucking child in her arms. This
little infant they killed and scalped. They then struck my
wife several times, but not getting her down, the Indian who
aimed to shoot me, ran to her, shot her through the body,
and scalped her. My little boy, an only son, about six years
old, they sunk the hatchet into his brains, and thus dis
patched him. A daughter, besides the infant, they also killed
and scalped. My eldest daughter, who is yet alive, was hid in
a tree about 20 yards from the place where the rest were
killed, and saw the whole proceedings. She, seeing the
Indians all go off, as she thought, got up and deliberately
crept out of the hollow trunk; but one of them spying her,
ran hastily up, knocked her down and scalped her; also her
only surviving sister; on whose head they did not leave more
than an inch round either of flesh or of skin; beside taking a
piece of her skull. She and the aforementioned one are still
miraculously preserved; though as you must think, I have had
and still have, a great deal of trouble and expense with them,
besides anxiety about them; insomuch that as to worldly
circumstances, I am almost ruined."

Besides losing his "only son," Mr. Corbley also had to put up with
troublesome bald and probably addle-pated daughters—with no faithful
and hardworking wife to carry the burden while he enjoyed his
woodland meditations. On reflection, though, it is easy enough to see
the goodwill poor Mr. Corbley's story would have generated in 1854,
before group-health plans, support groups, and hair implants would
have made things so much easier for the poor Corbley family. In a
more serious vein, however, the inclusion of Corbley's letter invokes
a cenain virtue—he was, after all, taking his family to worship—and
common sense—he lived to tell the tale—that surely must have created
a powerful bond between Dr. Smith's audience people who would
have remembered their own parents' and grandparents' stories of a
similar nature) and the letter writer. By extension, then. Dr. Smith

Smith, old Redstone^ 151
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himself would receive the benefits of that goodwill—a sense of bonding
with the audience—from his inclusion of the letter in his book.
These appeals to virtue, common sense, and goodwill—though
only briefly explored here—are common to all epideictic rhetoric
within encomiums. Their power rests in the way they shape a
community memory, a way of seeing the past that celebrates a certain
kind of public morality in the present. Without this kind of rhetoric,
a public is denied the very instrurtion on which its identity depends.^''
So, finally, the epideictic rhetoric that Dr. Smith engaged in had in its
purposes a larger aim, one that we might learn from today. As Gerrard
Hauser points out, "A public illiterate in models of proper conduct and
inarticulate in expressing the moral bases for its beliefs soon becomes
moribund...[Epideictic rhetoric] can educate us in the vocabulary of
civic virtues that may constitute the citizens of an aaive public, and
communicate principles on which responsible citizenship may be based
Perhaps today we might
and a vibrant public sphere can thrive.
study the epideictic rhetoric in histories like Dr. Smith's book for clues
on how to proceed in shaping our society for tomorrow.

" Hau5er, "Aristotle,' 19
" Hauser, "Aristotle," 20

